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Events in 2019 clearly showed that bilateral nuclear arms control between Russia and the United States was failing. On 2 August the USA formally withdrew from the 1987 Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-range and Shorter-range Missiles (INF Treaty) due principally to alleged non-compliance by Russia, leading to the treaty’s demise.¹ In addition, there was no agreement to extend the only remaining nuclear arms control agreement between Russia and the USA—the 2010 Treaty on Measures for the Further Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (New START)—which, if not extended before February 2021, will also lapse.² With these two decisions, Russian–US arms control faced the most significant crisis since 2002, when the USA withdrew from the bilateral 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM Treaty).³

As bilateral efforts stalled, there were some limited and conflicting efforts to move the debates into a trilateral format including China or a multilateral format including other nuclear weapon states. However, the prospects for replacing bilateral Russian–US agreements with a new multilateral architecture that includes China were not promising. Instead, the post-INF Treaty world was already seeing the first signs of further missile proliferation, with the USA test-firing two missiles that would not have been allowed under the treaty.

This section reviews the key developments in 2019 in the INF and New START treaties and concludes by arguing that the era of bilateral nuclear arms control treaties between the two countries appears to be coming to a close.

The collapse of the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty

By the end of 2018, the INF Treaty dispute between Russia and the USA (along with its allies in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO) had reached a point where the possibility of salvaging the treaty had become extremely unlikely.⁴ On 4 December 2018 the US Department of State and

¹ For a summary and other details of the INF Treaty see annex A, section III, in this volume.
² For a summary and other details of New START see annex A, section III, in this volume.
the foreign ministers of NATO members made simultaneous statements alleging Russia’s ‘material breach’ of the INF Treaty. The allegations, which date back to 2013, centred on Russia's 9M729 mobile ground-launched cruise missile (GLCM), which was alleged to have a flight range prohibited by the treaty (see box 11.1). Russia has consistently denied these allegations.

After the USA was persuaded by European NATO members to give Russia a 60-day grace period until early February 2019, the NATO secretary general, Jens Stoltenberg, warned Russia that it had a ‘last chance’ to comply with the INF Treaty. For the USA and NATO, compliance meant the verifiable destruction of the 9M729 missiles, its launchers and related equipment. If this did not happen, the USA would suspend its commitments under the treaty and give the required six-month notice of withdrawal.

Box 11.1. The 9M729 missile system and the 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty

The 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty banned Russia, the United States and its other parties from possessing, producing or testing ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with a range of 500–5500 kilometres. The treaty permitted testing of a missile from a fixed ground launcher to a prohibited range if the missile was intended to be sea- or air-launched once deployed. The USA alleges that Russia first tested a new missile, designated 9M729 (or SSC-8 by NATO), from a fixed launcher to a prohibited range and then from a mobile launcher to a permitted range (below 500 km). By combining these test results, it was able to develop a prohibited ground-launched missile. Russia denies this.

There are few open source technical specifications on the 9M729 missile system. Independent experts consider that the Russian Navy’s 3M-14 Kalibr sea-launched cruise missile (NATO designation SS-N-30A) could have served as the basic model for the missile. It is also suggested that the 9M729 missile could be used with the Iskander-M launcher. Although this launcher is not directly banned by the INF Treaty, its use with a banned system would mean that it must be destroyed along with the prohibited missiles.

For a summary and other details of the Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-range and Shorter-range Missiles see annex A, section III, in this volume.
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January 2019: The grace period expires

Russia continued to refute the alleged treaty violation and described the allegations as a pretext for the USA to withdraw from the treaty. The Russian response combined legal, military and diplomatic arguments. First, the deputy foreign minister, Sergey Ryabkov, argued that it was not legally possible to suspend the treaty, and that Russia would see any attempts by the USA to develop, produce and test banned missiles during any period of suspension as a violation of the treaty. Second, Russia threatened to enhance its military capabilities and to target any US missiles deployed to Europe following a US withdrawal from the treaty. Third, Russia engaged in diplomatic efforts to prevent the suspension and potential US withdrawal.

On 15 January 2019, Russia and the USA held consultations in Geneva. Ryabkov and the US under secretary of state for arms control and international security, Andrea Thompson, led the respective delegations. However, the two sides were unable to move beyond mutual recriminations, with the USA continuing to insist on the dismantlement of the disputed missile. The INF Treaty’s dispute mechanism, the Special Verification Commission (SVC), did not meet in 2019.

On 23 January 2019, the Russian Ministry of Defence allowed foreign observers to inspect the Iskander-M mobile launcher and a separate missile container, but it is unclear whether either actually contained the 9M729 missile. In any case, the USA and most of its NATO allies refused to attend the inspection event. Later, the USA criticized the demonstration as ‘completely controlled’ by Russia and argued that it did not change the fact...
that Russia had already tested the 9M729 missile to ranges prohibited by the INF Treaty.¹⁴

**February–August 2019: Withdrawal from the treaty**

Since Russia did not destroy the 9M729 missile, its launchers and associated equipment in the 60-day grace period, on 1 February 2019 US President Donald J. Trump initiated the process of withdrawal from the treaty and suspended the USA’s obligations under it.¹⁵ The suspension came into force the next day and the six-month notice of withdrawal started. In a statement, NATO supported the US decision and attributed full responsibility for the possible demise of the INF Treaty to Russia.¹⁶ The USA and the other members of NATO also reiterated that the treaty would survive if Russia dismantled the concerned missile system in a verifiable way—otherwise the USA would formally withdraw on 2 August.

Russia initially responded by announcing that it would be developing a new land-based intermediate-range hypersonic missile to mirror what it viewed as similar developments by the USA.¹⁷ On 2 February 2019, for example, the Russian Ministry of Defence accused the USA of expanding a missile programme that initially started in 2017 to produce missiles with ranges banned by the INF Treaty.¹⁸

Between 2 February and 2 August there were several efforts to reach a compromise to save the treaty. On 4 March the chief of the Russian General Staff, General Valery Gerasimov, and the chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Joseph Dunford, met in Vienna to discuss the INF Treaty and strategic stability.¹⁹ There was no breakthrough in the talks and on the same day Russian President Vladimir V. Putin officially suspended Russia’s compliance with the treaty.²⁰ On 14–15 May the US secretary of state, Michael R. Pompeo, held talks in Sochi, southern Russia, with President Putin, the Russian foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov, and other Russian officials; and on 12 June Ryabkov and Thompson met again in Prague to ‘build

---

²⁰ President of Russia, Executive Order suspending Russia’s compliance with the USSR–US INF Treaty, 4 Mar. 2019.
The risk of the treaty’s demise became a topic of significant concern around the globe. The United Nations secretary-general, António Guterres, repeatedly called on Russia and the USA to preserve the treaty. On 25 February 2019, for example, during a regular session of the Conference on Disarmament, he highlighted the risks of nuclear competition in Europe that would be provoked by the end of the treaty. Several states also urged Russia and the USA to prevent the treaty’s collapse. Among them were China, France, Germany and Japan, reflecting the fact that the end of the INF Treaty would probably have the greatest impacts in Europe and North East Asia. In contrast, Ukraine (a state party to the INF Treaty) announced that it now had the right to develop intermediate-range missiles, although the technical and financial challenges associated with doing so made this unlikely.

The end of the INF Treaty: What next?

On the expiry of the six-month period of notice, the USA formally withdrew from the INF Treaty on 2 August 2019. NATO repeated its support for the US decision.

Russia responded by making a voluntary commitment not to deploy ground-launched intermediate- and shorter-range missiles, but only in the regions where there would be no US deployment of missiles of similar ranges. On 19 September President Putin invited NATO member states to match this
non-deployment commitment. While NATO rejected this proposal as not being credible due to the alleged deployment of 9M729 missiles, some member states, including France, saw it as a potential basis for discussion. The short declaration issued by the NATO Leaders’ Meeting in London in December 2019 referred in general terms to the alliance’s openness to dialogue with Russia ‘when Russia’s actions make that possible’, but it did not specify any diplomatic effort or confidence-building measure to address the post-INF Treaty challenges.

French President Emmanuel Macron elaborated on his vision for the European dimension of post-INF Treaty talks during a meeting with President Trump on 3 December. Macron argued that, due to the increased risks faced by European countries after the treaty’s demise, the European component should be ‘part of the future negotiations of such a new INF Treaty’. However, this French position was not reflected in the declaration issued at the 2019 NATO Leaders’ Meeting.

In the run-up to and following its withdrawal from the INF Treaty, the USA raised concerns about China’s growing nuclear and conventional missile inventory, which is mostly composed of systems in the range that was prohibited by the Russian–US treaty. NATO supported this view at its 2019 Leaders’ Meeting. According to Jens Stoltenberg of NATO, the alliance had started a debate on engaging China on arms control issues, but he did not disclose any specific details about what kind of arms control arrangement would be sought with China. To date, China has expressed no interest in joining the INF Treaty or a replacement treaty. The Russian statement on the US withdrawal from the INF Treaty also referenced the ‘third countries’ issue (without explicitly mentioning China), but highlighted that such countries were ‘not ready to assume the relevant treaty obligations’. Thus, while Russia appears to be interested in engaging other countries on this
issue—including France and the United Kingdom as well as China—it is seemingly opposed to replacing Russian–US arms control with a process that has no clear future.

With little appetite elsewhere to replace the INF Treaty with a multilateral framework, it seems likely that the treaty’s demise will lead to further missile proliferation, as well as, over time, new deployments of anti-missile defences, especially in Europe and Asia. While Russia itself did not test any missiles in 2019 that would have been prohibited under the treaty, this new era seemed to be presaged by the USA testing a GLCM on 18 August 2019 and a ground-launched ballistic missile on 12 December 2019.

**New START**

The INF Treaty crisis also cast a shadow over the future of the one remaining bilateral Russian–US nuclear arms control agreement: New START. Mutual recriminations in the fields of arms control, security and political affairs have created an atmosphere of mistrust between the two countries, with misperceptions extending to each other’s nuclear doctrines and capabilities. Notwithstanding this climate of mistrust, both parties fulfilled their obligations under New START. However, they take different approaches to the future of arms control, which have so far prevented the treaty from being extended or renegotiated. The treaty is due to expire in 2021.

**Implementation of the treaty**

Under the treaty, the parties are required to exchange data on the numbers of nuclear warheads and their delivery vehicles twice a year. The data for 2019 confirmed that Russia and the USA remained within the final treaty limits (see table 11.1). Meetings of the treaty’s Bilateral Consultative Commission took place in April and November 2019, and in July the Russian and US delegations also met in Geneva for strategic stability consultations.

In 2019 the USA was generally satisfied with Russia’s compliance with its New START obligations. The main Russian concerns about US compliance were related to the conversion of nuclear delivery systems into conventional ones. Russia complained that it could not verify that 56 launchers for

---


non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament,

submarine-launched ballistic missiles and 41 heavy bombers that the USA had converted to non-nuclear missions—and exempted from the treaty’s provisions—could not be reconverted to a nuclear role. Russia also complained about its inability to inspect four so-called training silos that are not specifically covered by New START.

Russian diplomats indicated that their concerns about US compliance with New START would need to be addressed before extending the treaty, but also showed a willingness to continue dialogue with the USA on strategic issues. During the strategic stability discussions in July, for example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Treaty limits</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deployed ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy bombers</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warheads on deployed ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy bombers</td>
<td>1,550</td>
<td>1,537</td>
<td>1,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployed and non-deployed launchers of ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy bombers</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICBM = intercontinental ballistic missile; SLBM = submarine-launched ballistic missile.

Note: The treaty entered into force on 5 Feb. 2011. The treaty limits had to be reached by 5 Feb. 2018.

Each heavy bomber, whether equipped with cruise missiles or gravity bombs, is counted as carrying only 1 warhead, even though the aircraft can carry larger weapon payloads.


Prospects for extension or replacement of the treaty

Russian diplomats indicated that their concerns about US compliance with New START would need to be addressed before extending the treaty, but also showed a willingness to continue dialogue with the USA on strategic issues. During the strategic stability discussions in July, for example,

---

*38* Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Comment by the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the US report on adherence to and compliance with arms control, nonproliferation, and disarmament agreements and commitments (ACNPd) (to be added to the comment by the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs of May 5, 2019)’, 20 Sep. 2019.

*39* Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Director of the Foreign Ministry Department on Non-Proliferation and Arms Control Vladimir Yermakov answers media questions’, 4 July 2019.
Russia proposed including new types of nuclear-capable weapon under the existing New START, notably its Sarmat silo-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and its Avangard boost-glide system.\textsuperscript{40} Russia exhibited the latter system, which it said would become operational in December 2019, for US inspectors during their treaty verification visit on 24–26 November.\textsuperscript{41} Furthermore, on 5 December 2019 President Putin suggested that Russia would be ready to extend the treaty immediately, without any preconditions.\textsuperscript{42} Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister, repeated Putin’s offer on 10 December while in Washington, DC, and during a TV debate in December reiterated that the Sarmat and Avangard missiles were covered by the treaty and so would also be included once it was extended.\textsuperscript{43}

The USA did not formally respond to these offers. However, US officials have raised several questions that, while not being directly about New START-related systems, could nonetheless influence the US decision on whether to agree to an extension of the treaty. For example, the USA expressed concerns about the destabilizing nature of several new weapons that Russia had recently demonstrated, including the Burevestnik nuclear-powered GLCM, the Poseidon nuclear-powered unmanned underwater vehicle, the Kinzhal nuclear-capable air-launched ballistic missile, and the above-mentioned Sarmat and Avangard.\textsuperscript{44} The US defence secretary, Mark Esper, argued that if New START were to be extended, then it should cover all of these new weapons, not just the two systems offered by Russia.\textsuperscript{45}

As with the INF Treaty, the USA has indicated an interest in negotiating new nuclear arms control arrangements that include China. For example, in a statement in a meeting of the First Committee of the UN General Assembly in October 2019, the US delegation said ‘we need a new era of arms control, one in which Russia and China are at the negotiating table and willing to reduce nuclear risks rather than heighten them’.\textsuperscript{46} Similarly, in October President Trump also indicated that he intended to work with both China and Russia

\textsuperscript{40} ‘Russia proposes viewing new types of arms as part of New START’, TASS, 17 July 2019.
\textsuperscript{41} ‘Russia demonstrates Avangard hypersonic missile system to US’, TASS, 26 Nov. 2019; and ‘Russia’s Avangard hypersonic missile system to go on combat alert in December—top brass’, TASS, 26 Nov. 2019.
\textsuperscript{42} President of Russia, ‘Meeting with Defence Ministry leadership and heads of defence industry enterprises’, 5 Dec. 2019.
\textsuperscript{46} United Nations (note 32).
on nuclear arms control.\textsuperscript{47} However, China has clearly stated that it has no interest in participating in trilateral nuclear arms reduction negotiations with the USA and Russia.\textsuperscript{48}

**Conclusions**

The almost complete breakdown of Russian–US nuclear arms control reflects the deterioration of the broader bilateral relationship and a growing difference in approaches to the issue by the two states. For example, during 2019 there were further disagreements on nuclear-related arms control in the contexts of two multilateral treaties: the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) and the 1992 Treaty on Open Skies.\textsuperscript{49} The USA accused Russia of breaching the nuclear testing moratorium with very low-yield tests, which Russia (and some experts) dispute.\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, Russia and the USA each accused the other of violating the Open Skies Treaty by applying restrictions on certain observation overflights, and the USA is said to be considering withdrawal.\textsuperscript{51}

Essentially, the two states’ different approaches to nuclear arms control can be characterized as follows. Russia is largely committed to business as usual, meaning arms control focused on reductions in the numbers of nuclear weapons, but with linkages to limits on US missile defences. In contrast, the current US administration sees no benefit in bilateral arrangements with Russia and wants to move to trilateral or even multilateral arrangements that also include China. The statement by Pompeo, the US secretary of state, on the US withdrawal from the INF Treaty sums up the principles that underpin current US thinking:

The United States remains committed to effective arms control that advances US, allied, and partner security; is verifiable and enforceable; and includes partners that comply responsibly with their obligations. President Trump has charged this Administration with beginning a new chapter by seeking a new era of arms control that moves beyond the bilateral treaties of the past. Going forward, the United States calls upon Russia and China to join us in this opportunity to deliver real security results to our nations and the entire world.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{47} Bugos, S. and Reif, K., ‘US seeks “new era of arms control”’, *Arms Control Today*, vol. 49, no. 9 (Nov. 2019).

\textsuperscript{48} E.g. Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Briefing by Mr FU Cong, Director General of the Department of Arms Control and Disarmament of Ministry of Foreign Affairs’, 6 Aug. 2019.

\textsuperscript{49} For summaries and other details of the CTBT and the Treaty on Open Skies, see annex A, sections I and II respectively, in this volume.

\textsuperscript{50} See section IV of this chapter.


\textsuperscript{52} Pompeo (note 25).
Despite such statements, there appears to be no active US engagement with China or Russia (or any other nuclear weapon state) to this end, nor any practical proposals for doing so. Given this apparent lack of groundwork and the complexity of undertaking trilateral arms control negotiations, it seems likely that, at best, only some limited form of strategic trilateral dialogue could take place before New START expires.

Furthermore, these mismatches between Russian and US arms control principles and objectives, combined with wider political, economic and strategic differences between the two states, suggest that the era of bilateral nuclear arms control agreements between the two counties might be coming to an end. Future political changes on either side may alter the balance once again, especially since support for arms control remains strong among segments of the policy community on both sides. However, in a seemingly new era of strategic competition between the major powers, their commitment to any form of nuclear arms control is beginning to appear illusionary.

53 E.g. Edelman, E. and Miller, F. C., ‘Russia is beefing up its nuclear arsenal. Here’s what the US needs to do’, Politico, 31 Dec. 2019; and ‘US–Russian dialogue on arms control: Does it have a future?’, 8th meeting in the US–Russia Dialogue series, co-organized by the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, Monterey, CA, and the Center for Energy and Security Studies, Moscow, 7 Nov. 2019—especially the conclusions and discussion papers.

54 On this strategic competition see chapter 1, section II, in this volume.